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your next binge-watch.
adult jokes sexy funny memes
A TikTok has gone viral for revealing some of the dirty adult jokes in childhood films that we totally missed at the
time. We all know Disney and Pixar films are stuffed full of Easter eggs. Whether

just 10 funny movies on netflix if you really wanna wee yourself a little bit
State Daddy” is a description of West Australian Premier Mark McGowan that he is not entirely comfortable with,
but one woman now has some permanent ink to remind her of the leader.

a tiktok revealing the adult jokes in childhood films is going viral
Millennials around the world are gasping as a viral TikTok account is fast unearthing all kinds of very adult and Xrated moments we most definitely missed in children’s films growing up. This week a

woman gets image of west australian premier mark mcgowan tattooed on her arm
There’s only one Catherine Cohen. It’s something you realise about five minutes into watching her perform —
she’s just burped. “I’m sorry,” she says nonchalantly, “I literally can’t stop creating

our childhoods are ruined as viral tiktok unearths very adult jokes in classic kids’ films
You can always send a card or gift, but chances are what your mom really wants this Mother's Day is a good
laugh. These hilarious memes are the way to go

in conversation with catherine cohen
The image of motherhood has changed in so many ways over the past half-century or so, and yet in many ways it
has barely changed at all. There used to be a simplified image of what it meant to be

these funny mother's day memes are just what you need this year
Or if you can’t bear another fish pun, there are always pig puns and duck jokes. But for now, why not read on and
see what hap-puns? 1. Well, it’s oh-fish-ial. 2. Just like the tunafish sandwich said,

moms deserve all of our love and respect
Exclusive interview with former drug 'queenpin' Lori Arnold, whose new docuseries Queen of Meth on discovery+
charts her rise and fall.

101 fish puns that will split your gills
The first rule of Fight Club is, keep digging deeper for easter eggs after twenty years, including Tyler's driver's
licenses and other details we reveal.

queen of meth exclusive interview: lori arnold on looking back at the high life, misdirected
That One Sound is a weekly column from senior internet culture writer Audra Schroeder that explores the origin
of popular sounds heard on TikTok. Suggestions? Tips? Email audra@dailydot.com Last week,

things you forgot happened in fight club
Utah startup Latitude launched a pioneering online game called AI Dungeon that demonstrated a new form of
human-machine collaboration. The company used text-generation technology from artificial

the origin of ‘you need to leave’ on tiktok and the importance of context
Netflix is stacked with incredible TV shows. This list should help you find the best (and skip the duds). Netflix is
keeping us well fed, consistently serving up original shows like it knows we'll lap

it began as an ai-fueled dungeon game. then it got much darker
"The C**k Destroyers breaking up has just ruined my entire day, week, year, life. Stop the world I want to get off
don’t even speak to me."

58 of the best tv shows to stream on netflix
Amazon's TV game is solid. Amazon Prime Video is peppered with original gems and co-productions with studios
from other countries. All you have to do is use this list to sift through and find the very

people are devastated after the c**k destroyers reveal they are splitting up
There are plenty of movies that owe it an enormous debt. Superbad was one of the first movies in a new wave of
comedies through the late 2000s and early 2010s, and many of the funniest movies that

24 best tv shows to watch on amazon prime video
Tottenham lass Adele has gone through quite the transformation since she first rocketed to fame in 2007, but
while her appearance and address may have changed drastically, she's remains true to who

movies like superbad that are even funnier than the teen comedy classic
With over 200 episodes, this hilarious workplace comedy or as some call it, a mockumentary sitcom, provides
laughs and makes viewers feel a strong connection with the characters.

adele's epic career transformation from smoking cigs in the park to a-list la life
The first images of “The Last Battle” seem designed to rile people on the conservative side of the culture wars:
public nudity, strippers, children dressed in drag — symbols of a society supposedly in

craving a few laughs amid all the gloomy news? watch these shows!
Or a funny person? Are the two at odds? Chances are, you used to identify with being either humorous or easily
humored (maybe even both). For many people, however, that shifts around the time we enter

from memes to race war: how extremists use popular culture to lure recruits
The streaming services has greenlit hundreds of scripted series. See every Netflix original TV show that was
ended after a single season.

psychology today
A handly list of the best funny movies on Netflix right now, if you want to work on your abs from the couch with

'the irregulars' just became the 30th netflix original to get canceled after only one season
With chart-scaling singles and showstopping performances, Doja Cat didn’t just ride out the pandemic — she
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proved an internet weirdo can become a pop star.

was the hot favourite bums-on-seats entertainment towards more adult and pedigreed

can't stop the feline: how doja cat took pop to a new dimension
For much of his adult life, comedian Michael Jr. has made people laugh, uplifting audiences from some of the
world’s biggest stages.

the 25 biggest oscars shocks and snubs in academy awards history
The journalist Anna Sale explains why we’re so bad at talking about death, sex and money — and how to get
better.

christian comedian michael jr. shares transformative stories from his life in new book
There is something about conservative politicians, particularly those of the Christian faith, which triggers the
tolerati into making fools of themselves. Last week it was the turn of same sex

how to have better conversations about hard things
To me, it’s like taking the power out of it,” the actress says of embracing that descriptor. “It doesn’t have to be so
loaded.”

nine in damage control over magda’s twitter comments
Krzysztof Wiktor/NetflixArriving on the heels of last year’s tawdry sensation 365 Days, Sexify proves yet another
Polish Netflix offering with carnality on its mind. However, whereas Barbara Białowąs

aidy bryant doesn’t think ‘fat’ is a bad word. her show ‘shrill’ proves it.
Oscars producers Steven Soderbergh, Stacey Sher and Jesse Collins had promised a unique telecast this year, and
by the end of Sunday night’s show, it was definitely unlike any other Academy Awards in

netflix’s ‘sexify’ is a wild and fun exploration of the female orgasm
We've chosen eight exciting movies and TV shows that will keep you busy all this May. Star on Disney+ launched
back in February, meaning that we were gifted

oscar secrets: behind the decisions to change the show order, air fewer clips and bring in ‘da butt’
In the Spanish high school soap Elite, scholarship student Nadia makes an impetuous decision she lives to regret:
despite her conservative Muslim background, she initiates sex with her classmate —

star on disney+ has added these fresh new titles this month
It’s the reaction gif of absurd sorrow, of tragedy so overwrought as to be funny. It’s dawsoncrying.gif. Crying
Dawson ruled the internet comment sections of the late ’00s and early ’10s. It’s “on the

nudity, incest, threesomes: what your teens are watching
The more I found out about the history and the culture and the sheer number of very strange things that happen
here, the more I wanted to live here,” Jones told Billy Penn. Thanks to “intense” online

the day dawson cried
The 93rd Academy Awards wasn't the worst awards show in this pandemic era, but it really let us down in the end

on top of philly news
The Duke of Edinburgh was related to nearly every royal family in power at the beginning of the 20th century, and
his life was shaped by the upheaval that surrounded them.

"nomadland" wins big at the 2021 oscars, which made history — and some unfortunate choices
It feels very American to turn the vaccine rollout into a branding spectacle rooted in the worship of
pharmaceutical companies.

prince philip’s fascinating family: a russian tsarina, a greek orthodox nun, a banished king, and more
No, the comedian lost his role as handbag-carrying Teletubby Tinky Winky after he “interpreted the role
incorrectly” amid an international scandal that the character might be gay, sparking outrage

when vaccines become an internet personality test
As she investigates a corruption case dubbed the Coalgate Scam, Zeena discovers that Delhi’s biggest crime boss
has been manipulating government officials to win contracts without public bidding.

dave’s rise and fall as tinky winky
Transcript of How Babby Is Formed

must-read thriller in 2021: author kumari kanchanji’s nail-biting debut novel scrutinizes shocking
issues threatening society
Barbra Streisand had won the Musical/Comedy Golden Globe for her world-conquering debut in Funny Girl, and
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